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JoAnn Merzigian Sports Editor . 
All children have a need to learn, 
all children can learn, all children 
have a right to learn. To some, 
learning is different and difficult due 
to physical or mental handicaps. But 
there must be an education 
available to all of us .. Where should 
you go for help? Who should you 
turn to for information on the best 
possible education for your child? 
. Does anyone have an answer? 
There are places to turn to, and 
there are people who know the 
,answers . to these ql\estions and· 
others concerning laws including 
Chapter 766 and P.L. 94-142, which 
covers Rehabilitation Act of 1973, 
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Discrimination /NoBarrier 
Covering all areas. of civil rights; 
education, vocation, employment, 
social service prograrps, etc. . 
Patricia Barisemar and Phyllis 
Snearson were guests at the 
Children's Developmental and 
Adaptive Clinic last Saturday. They 
are involved in an organization--The 
Federation for Children' With 
Special Needs·-they know where 
and· who you can turn to as an 
interested parent, relative or friend 
of a special needs child. Both 
woman, in the past, had questions 
similar to these, but could find no 
one with the answers. Each woman 
has a handicapped child, so a first 
hand description of a parents 
problem, trying to educate their 
child, was giv~n. 
The Federation for Children with 
Special Needs is a center for parents 
and· parent organizations to work 
together to better serve children 
-with special needs and their families. 
This organization is funded by 
representing children with various 
disabilities. They are organized to 
help promote this State's new 
special education law Chapter 766, 
and to aid its effective 
implementation. 
F.C.S.N. operates a center in this 
area locate.d at 120 Boyalston St. 
Boston, Ma. 02116--Suite 338. The 
center is run primarily by parents of 
special needs children for parents of 
special needs children to help to 
support and. answer questions of 
their rights as a parent supporting 
their child's education. 
The center offers an extensive 
research library, available to 
anyone, including information . on 
special education, current laws, 
financial information and much 
more. Students are encouraged to 
use the center in order to research 
projects in special education, 
adaptive physical education, . or 
education and laws concerning the 
special needs child. Also offered is 
, information collected and prepared 
by parents for parents--an advocacy 
training program to train parents in 
766 in detail,information and referral 
services for existing programs, and . 
a brand new existing program--the 
Surrogate Parent.. This program is 
for children in institutions who may 
. not .have th'ese educational 
opportunities, but would have 
someone fighting for them. A 
substitute parent is provided for 
them. 
Both Ms. Barisemar and Ms. 
Snearson became 'involved with the 
program initially, because of the 
demands of an education for their 
own children. They' agreed that 
educational opportunities are 
beginning to blossom, but they find 
that opportunites in physical 
education and recreation for the 
handicapped are lacking. Students 
interested in per suing an adaptive 
physical education carrer will find 
themselves with more open 
opportunites and should begin 
working on special . recreation 
projects now. A thrust in the 
adaptive program should come 
within the next 5 to 10 years. Most 
parents fighting for an education for 
the handicapped. child find that 
phYSical education'for theirchildrer 
is equally as important in helping c 
child (or adult) improve identity am 
self esteem. . 
Most money new being f1,.lnded ii 
being pooled into. special educatior 
rather than physical education. 
In conclusion both woman agree( 
that the· new wave of the ftiture wi! 
be in phYSical education and tha 
ALl special needs' children will b{ 
treated with respect not isolation. 
News From The ISA 
This is Michele. Fishman-Lepietre 
from france ... 
Michele is·· one of the very few 
international students at the·college 
from. Europe. Like her German 
mother, who left her country to get 
married abroad, Michele left France 
in 1975 and became the wife of an 
American high school teacher at 
Bridgewater. She now lives with her 
husband (who speaks French 
fluently) in Mansfield and commutes 
to sse where she is in her junior 
year. "During the first summer," 
Michele says, "my main occupation 
was watching TV which helped me a 
lot . to improve my fair English 
vocabulary." She passed the Test of 
English as a Foreign Language 
(TOEFL) at Boston University; this 
test is required' by. aU foreign 
students who apply at an American 
conege. . 
Thus,Michelecame to sse as a 
language major when she already 
was familiar with the American way 
of life and already had travelled in 
the new country. But she wasn't 
spared of difficulties in adjusting to a 
new culture. "There are things," she 
says, "you really get used to quickly. 
like food and the fact that some 
things are bigger. here than in 
Europe, such as cars, distances, or 
stores ... you also stop reaching for 
handshakes towards anybody when 
for the third time you I ._.8 only 
Continued. ~t1e 3 
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Editorials 
Time? Who's Got Time? 
Some· of us have just finished with mid-terms while others are still 
busy studying for their exams and writing out papers that are due. It is 
usually at about this time in the semester when students PANIC,get 
frustrated, and start to feel low. Maybe you feel like you have to talk to 
someone but that someone is busy with his nose in a book. Perhaps you 
want to throw out the books for awhile and enjoy yourself but you even 
put that off because you realize it will catch up with you sooner or later. If 
you are a commuter and work part time, perhaps you feel the pressure is 
on and don't know what to do. Well, please, take time out,yes,just for a 
few minutes anyway to read this story written by a girl who capitalizes on 
this problem of time. It may help you in the futute, or maybe even today. 
BOY: Tell me mister can you spare 
A little time for me? 
I want to know what they're laughing about 
Far beyond the trees. 
MAN: Not now son, I have no time. 
I have to go away. 
Leave me alone, I'm very busy. 
Now run along and play. 
BOY: Tell me lady, can you spare 
A little time for me? . 
I think today feels wonderful 
. Let me know if you agree. 
Lady; Not now son. I have no time. 
Now 111 be on my way. 
I have to be home by one o'clock. 
I'm sorry but r can't stay. 
BOY: Tell me mommy can you spare 
A little time for me? 
Can you tell me about the fish? 
Why do they live in the .sea? 
Mommy: Not now Son. I have no time. 
r have to work today. 
If r didn't go to work 
Then I would get no pay. 
BOY: Tell me Daddy can spare 
A little time for me? 
What are colors Daddy? 
Are they pretty? 
Daddy: Not now Son. I have no time. ' 
I have im appointmenftoday. . , 
I'll talk to you when I get home. 
Now why don't Y,bU go and play. 
BOY: Tell me Jest..ls, can you spare 
A little time for me? 
No one will tel1~rrie what I want to know. 
Why won't you'let me see. 
Jesus; Yes, my Son. I'll tell you this 
I have lots of time. 
Go outside and you will see, 
That you're no longer blind. 
Letters 
Corrections 
An Open Letter to the College 
Community 
The Arena is a formal page in the 
Comment presented by the Political 
Science Club. The purpose for each 
article is to provide information for 
students and faculty of Bridgewater 
State College ... ' 
Dear Editor, Our organization's purpose,as 
Editorializing has been discussed 
with the writers. Editorials dealing 
with any subject matter shall be 
confined to the Letter to the Editor 
provided in the paper. 
The Arena is not confined to 
students of political science 
concerning contributions. Any 
informed individual having obtained 
valuable information shouH please 
'drop an article in the political 





Political Science Club 
Members of The Early Childhood stated in the constitution,is to 
Learning Center appreciate Ms. promote general interest and 
Corio's supportive article on the day knowledge in politics. The 
care cenfer (10/22/77). Unfort* information provided in the article 
umitely, it contained several will hopefully assist the student in 
inaccuracies which 'should be understanding current events 
corrected concerning our move beyond our campus boundaries. 
from Pope to Tillinghast Hall. The article shall remain fact. Although the experience is not one i'i' ___ .......... ___ I11111111 ...... __________ .. __ IiiIlIIiI_ 
we are anxious to repeat, it was not "iii.,. Il"'omm.~n t J 
as painful as depicted in. the ~ 9" ~ '" 
account. (established 1927) 
by Evelina Gagnon, 
(Evelina Gagnon ia a 17year·oJd friend of mine that enjoys writing poetry 
. and sharing it with others"l:'hyJlis DeArruda) 
We were officially notified last 
February that we would be required 
to vacate Pope Hall at the end of thE 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-~~~~~~~~. spring~rm.Thespaceweoccup~d 
Progra ms Ollie r d t in Pope was needed for additional 
Editor-in-Chief 
Vicki Smialek 
News Editor Managing Editor 
Robert A. Cote Jean St. Andre 
. ' . J} lea. dormitory facilities. We were made 
aware of the severe .shortage of such 
the Catholic Center sPWE~~~~!~:doursearchfor 
Last Lecture Series 
Did you ever wonder what one of refreshments. After this, an open 
your favorite professors would say if forum with a qtiestion-answer~ 
it was the last lecture he could ever' discussion period will take place. 
give? Did you ever want to know The· first lecture \Viii be given by 
what· the professors philosophy of Prof. Achille Joyal, a professor of 
life might be? Have you ever wanted philosophy at sse. The topic he has 
to see your professor in a different chosen for his "last lecture" is: 'The 
,way -outside of the classroom? Ifso, End Crowns the Means". The 
here's your oPJ:?()rt~nity; , . lecture will tak~ place on November 
This "Last : ~~ctun:~ ··Seri~s'~, ~ ': 8 at the Catfiolic Center at 7:30 p.m. 
sponsored by the Catholic Center, All are welcome to attend. 
,is geared to college students, to get 
them away from· the strict Any student wishing to nominate' 
communication that takes place int his/her favorite professor to give a 
the classroom. The program lecture of this kind should contact 
includes a 35, minute lecture/pres- Fr. McNamara, Jim Gilrein, Julie 
entation, followed by a break for Tobojka, or Paul Healy. 
Marriage Preparation 
The Introduction to Christian all who have had experience in 
Marriage course will be heJ.dJor four working with other couples in 
Sundays) on November 13, 27, . preparing them for marriage. Fr. 
December 4, 11, at 8 p.m. at the McNamara will also be a member of 
Catholic Center. The program will the panel to lead the course. 
be conducted by 3 married coupies, 
,';1 ,;,','" 
",.-,Prayer of Centering 
The Prayer' 6f 'Centering will also to Transcendental Meditation and, 
be conducted " ·at the Catholic Yoga. 
Center. Centering Prayer is a simple It' is not a co u r s e in 
method for entering into Christian Transcendental Meditation, but it is 
prayer. In this practice, emphasis is, ,a course in Christian prayer. 'The 
place upon simple methods and introductory lecture will be held on ' 
techniques from the early Christian Tuesday, November 15, at} p.m. at' 
tradition, ·and methods·comparable the Catholic Center. 
an alternative· site cognizant of the 
scarcity of suitable space and fearful 
for the future of our program. The 
search ended -during the last week of 
the semester. when it was agreed we 
would move into the area then 
occupied by Teacher Placemel1t in 
Tillinghast. . 
, Construction in Pope Hall began. 
on May 31. We were moved into 
storage by the maintenance cre~. 
U.nfort!lnately, it .~as. June ,7 .be,fore 
this occl.,lred. The loss of our carpet 
during the summer was due to an 
undiscovered leak in the building. 
The overall experience was at 
times baffling and often disturbing. It 
was also heartening thanks to the 
parents, students, and other friends 
who worked beyond endurance to 
get the classroom· in shape and 
other members of the College, 
especially the SGA for their 
encouragement and support. 
In . other matters, the' article 
implies that BSC students receive a 
small tuition break for their children. 
In fact the reduction is substantial. 
FlJrthennore, Ms.Wermert is·a 
graduate ... of .. frostburg Stqte 
College, Maryland and not of BSe 
, as reported. Mr. Perry, our new staff 
member is an alumnus of 
Bridgewater State College. 
Joan C. Larason, Director 
The Early Childhood Learnng 
Center, Inc. 
Sports Editor 
Jo Ann Merzigian 
Photography Editor 
Michael Eunice 
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The Spanish Club will be having an important meeting this Thursday, 
November 3rd at 11:00 in L-l. Such topics will be discussed as the trip 
into Boston to see Flamenco Ballet on Friday, November 18th, and also a 
Christmas Fiesta planned for December 6th. Interested students and 
faculty are invited to attend the meeting, but if you can't make it, watch 
for notices and announcements in the Comment for these and upcoming 
events of the Spanish Club! 
·······"FoRENSIC"·SOCIE"j·y·················_············ ........................................ . 
CONGRATULATIONS to Mary C. Carroll, Mike Casey, Joan 
McElvenny, and Jack Tierney of the Forensic Society for winning at the 
Holyoke Community College Competitive Speech Tournament. 
Everyone interested in competing at Univ. of Maine this weekend should 
make a coaching session appointment with Miss MisKelly as soon as 
possible. 
········FREE·iii"M········ .. ········ .. · .. · .... ···· .. ······· .. ·· ............................................. . 
"A Man And His Men", an exciting sports film featuring Tom Landry and 
the Dallas Cowboys football team, will be shown in the Library Lecture 
Hall on Thursday, November 3rd at 7:30 p.m. 
"A Man And His Men", takes a penetrating look at people invlolved in 
the violent world of professional football. Rarely has an effort to gain 
victory been more intense than that of: 
The man-Tom Landry·Occupation,head coach 
His men-The Dallas Cowboys, one of the most exciting and 
explosive teams in professional football."A Man And His Men" portrays 
the thrill of victory and the agony of their defeat through the exciting films 
supplied by the National Football League;b\.!t it is much more than a 
sports film. It takes a penetrating look at a Christian coach and the 
impact of his life on other people. It talks about faith. It exhibits works 
and gives mem, young and old,. a classic example of what being a 
Christian really is. "A Man And His Men" is being sponsored by The 
Carpenter's Shop, and the admission is free. 
BIOLOGY CLUB NEWS 
A film, "Blue Water, White Death", will be shown on Tuesday, November 
14th, in the Library Lecture Hall at 7:30 p.m. Admission is free! 
The "Guest Speaker Series" presents a lecture by EdwardJ. Calabrese, 
Ph.D., on "The Effects of Elevated Levels of Sodium in Community 
Drinking Water on the Blood Pressure Distribution Patterns of High 
School Students", on Wednesday, Nov. 15th, at 3:00 p.m. in the Library 
Lecture Hall. 
Biology Club Raffle·-sponsoring an ecological expedition to 
Iceland:lst Prize--$3S.00 Bancroft Tennis . racquet, donated by "Gob 
Shops", Warren, R.I..2nd Prize-·Three bottles ·of liquor, donated by 
Smudin's Liquor Store, Bill's Liquor Mart, and C and C Liquors.3rd 
Prize·-$5.00 Pic and Disc gift certificate, 4th Pri2e-·Ladies' Buxton Key 
Case, donated by Gotshalk's Clothing Store 
Drav.rit:lg: November 21sL.Tickets:50 ¢ ea.;3/$1.0 
··--···'iNiERES"ii:i)iN'j~URSiNG?····-····· .. ··· .. · .. ········· ........................... . 
Career Day for Nurses will be held in the Student Union at Salem State 
College, Salem, Massachusetts, from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. on Friday. 
December 2nd. No advance registration is needed for the free Career 
Day, which is open to the public. More than 35 institutions and agencies 
will have displays or interview booths. 
CRAFTS SHOW 
Complete packets and individual direction sheets for many items 
displayed at the October CI;afts Show will be available in a one day sale at 
the Student Union Building, Bridgewater State College. The sale will be 
held on Wednesday, November 9 from 10 ·a.m. to 2 p.m. at a table 
directly across from the college Bookstore. 
The Crafts Show was sponsored by the Scholarship Committee of 
the BSC Faculty Wives Club. According to the chairman, Mrs. Robert 
Fitzgibbons, many craftsmen in the area have contacted her for direction 
sheets and this sale is in response to their requests. 
................... _- .. --_ .... _- .. _- .... -----...... -..... _--_ ........... _-........................ _- ...................................... --......................... :.. ........... -........ .;- ................ .. 
Senator-At Large 
The SGA is pleased to announce that nomination papers for Senator-at-
Large are being accepted from Nov. 1-9. Four hundred signatures are 
necessary for nomination and the position is open to any full-time 
student. There will be a Primary if necessary, on Nov. 11th. The election 
will be held on Wednesday, Nov. 16th. Nomination papers are available 
at the SGA offices on the third floor of the S.O. building. BE HEARD! 
PARTICIPATE! GET INVOVED! 
. ART FOR ALL 
Minutes of the November I meeting: Reviewed their constitution. Had a 
successful student exhibit in the Student Union. There will be a jewelry 
making. demonstration by John Heller in the metal design room 
November 15, 3:00 to 4:00. All are welcome! They elected their two Vice-
Presidents: Susa~ Pittendreigh and John Ooldenowic;z.;-An 
Alumni mailing list will be starting. The Alumni are wving us much 
strength. Meetings are held every Tuesday at 11:00 a.m. All are welcome! 
~ ............. -...... "''' ................. -- .... -................................................................................................ " .................................................................................... : .. 
OBSERVATORY NEWS SPECIAL! 
The observatory will be open this Thursday and Friday at 10 p.m. 
(weather permitting). Come do.wn and se~ Mars and Jupiter. Wear warm 
clothing. 'Other objects visible during this observation session: Orion 
Nebula, Crab Nebula, Dumbell Nebula, Andromeda Galaxy , and several 
star clusters and binary stars. P.S .. Ariy one interested in observational 
astronomy and deSIring time contact Joe Marchiso or leave message in 
E$. Department. 
Your college radio stlItion! 
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Cardinal Visits BSC Students 
by Jean St. Andre 
The Most Reverend Humberto 
Cardinal Medeiros, Archbishop of 
Boston, was the host celebrant at 
the Catholic Center on Sunday, 
October 30. Along with His 
Eminence, the Mass was' 
concelebrated by Rev. George 
Croft, o.m.i., and Rev. Joseph 
McNamara, o.m.i., chaplain of the 
Center. 
It was the Cardinal's first visit to 
the Center since his installation as 
Archbishop of Boston in 1970. His 
Eminence has over 400 parishes and 
innumerable institutions in his See, 
and visits as many as possible during 
the year to meet the people he 
shepherds. 
The Cardinal was greeted by Fr. 
Joe and a group of students a he .. 
arrived at the Center at 10: 15 a.m. 
He met many students, faculty, and 
children upon his·arrival. The Mass 
began at 10:45 a.m. with a brief 
history of the building, and a slide 
presentation depicting various 
aspects of student life atthe Center. 
The highlight of the Eucharistic 
Celebration centered upon the 
Cardinal's homily. Speaking to a 
chapel filled with more than 300 
people, he emphasized the pleasure 
he obtains from meeting his people. 
In talking to the congregation, he 
revealed an inner humility and 
spoke the message of faith, love, 
and trust. 
The Cardinal called upon all 
people to help others in faith in a 
time when the Church is greatly 
criticized. He referred several times 
to a peom by Patricia Hickey, a 
freshman at BSC, that states: "Faith 
grows daily ... as we mature at 
individual paces." His Eminence 
pointed out that as we grow in faith, 
ISA· from page 1 
gotten a smiling "Hi!" as a 
response," she conHnues. 
Considering the fact that the French 
greeting ceremony in most cases is 
accompanied by "kiss right, kiss 
left" the new custom of "doing 
nothing" was quite a change for 
Michele. In addition, one other thing 
helps to identify Michele as 
European or even asFrench--the 
way she dresses. The French 
periodical "Elle" (which can be 
found in the library) tells her what 
will be Cl en vogue." Thus, Michele; 
like many international students, 
tries to keep some of her customs. 
She misses her culture as far as 
French movies "that really make 
you think" are concerned,· in 
comparison to some American films 
which over· stress action, 
entertainment." 
Despite these very few things 
Michele misses, she. seems to be 
very open· minded as far as 
accepting American habits is 
concerned . 
However, Michele wants to 
return home after her graduation in 
19'19. "But if we don't find 
appropriate jobs in France or if we 
feel . 'homesick,' wetll return to 
America," she says in a way that 
really makes one, anticipate a great 
flexibility. 
Right now, however, Michele has 
little reason to feel homesick (for 
France) at all, especially because of 
we must be aware of our own stage 
of growth in holiness. He noted that 
people grow.in faith individually at 
separate paces, and this spiritual 
growth is also exemplified· 
communally with friends. 
The entire servic ewas 
studentoriented, with the President 
of the college, Dr. Adrian Rondileau, 
in attendance. Many of the Deans of 
the college, as well as many 
members of the faculty and 
'administration, were also present. 
The Cardinal revealed a great 
dei:ll of graciousness at a reception 
in his honor after the celebration of 
the Mass. There, he met and 
blessed many people and had many 
pictures taken. Conversation 
flowed easily and was unrestrained, 
as people met and talked with the 
Cardinal for several minutes at a 
time. _ 
Following the reception, the 
Cardinal was escorted to the 
Formal Dining Room in the Student 
Union and was honored with a 
luncheon. A group of 25 students, 
10 faculty members, and 10 
members of the community were 
present to enjoy a meal with him. 
Following the luncheon, various- .... 
student representatives presented 
the Cardinal with gifts of 
appreciation for visiting the 
Campus. Included in these gifts 
were a BSC jacket; a pewter Jetter 
opener and paper holder engraved 
with the date, the name of the 
College, and his name and motto in' 
Latin; and a check for donation to 
the charity of his choice. 
The Cardinal ended his visit with 
a prayer of, gratitude for having 
sp~nt a day among his,people. His 
visit will long be remembered, for his 
display of a great sense of faith and 
love will long be embodied in our 
memories. 
~ .• ~.~ 
FL YlNGPIZZA 
Telephone 697-8631 
, Bridgewater delivery only 
5:00.11:00 
tMDril~ 
apen d~y 4p.m.-·,12 p.m. 
HappyHour4p.m~ ,--ip.nj. 
a letter from the President de la 
Republiquewhich she got last. 
month; This letter; addressed to the ·1: 
plus d'un million French .who lIve .. 
abroad, was written .. by . Gis9ard . .. , 
d'Estaing mainlyfol;thepurposeof ..... . 
,getting r~electepa:q:d', fa, glQrify .. ;.'·'Fir .. st 
politicalarriendmer'lts ..~hich .hfs 
Wed~al1d Thur.Night 
.........·SPECIAL~ 
drink' is regular price. 
second only 75¢~ 
but 
goveI'nrn~nt . Is ~ responsible. for. On 
the otllerhal1d. the letter appeals to 
the French national conscience by 
telling of la grand~ fa mille francaise 
that ··consists of the compatriotes 
restes en France as well as of people 
who represent _ la dimfilnskm 
mOl1dale de la France abroad,As 
one can:see, Ia France 'car:es:'abo~t 
her patriots abr.oad! . . 
[Ed. Note-Mrs._ :FJshman~Lepietre"$ 
picture ,,,,ill .app.ear in ~hene"t issu(;l 




Ne~t\;)k.-wea.~s6i. The Amazing Scorpio! 
Muldoo~'s is located at 105 Copeland St. W. Bridgewater. . . i 
~....o-..r~..I"'...,..."...~~....cr...,......r~~ ....... .".~.".,.~ 
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The Arts 
. ~:t;N~ . 
Be careful where you walk in the Science Building. Albany State 
University has been acused of coercing hundres of students into 
becomin guinea pigs for electro shock experiments. According to the 
New York Department of Health, the University's Psychology 
Department administered mild electric shocks and other Jests toat 
least 118 students, who allegedly did not give their informed consent. 
Gordon Gallup, Chairman of the Albany State Psychology 
Department, claims most of the'students were required to submit to 
the tests by their teachers, or else write a research paper. Last 
week the Health Department ordered the school to halt the 
expe;iments for the second time, after learning( that at least one 
student was injured from the tests .. The unidentified student's face 
was reportedty burned by a light source. The Health Department 
has scheduled a hearing on the matter for next month and has 
ordered the University's Chancellor to attend. 
Writers of TV's "Redd Foxx Show'''' are probably wishing they could 
come up with more routines as funny as the one where an entire family--
including a dog and a parrot--appeared in Farrah Fawcett-Majors wigs 
and discussed nothing but contract negotiations. That gem has earned 
them a two-week vacation. ABC-TV will suggest to Redd Foxxthis 
week that he and his staff take a two-week hiatus so that the network 
executives wiH have more time to pressure Foxx into publicly 
apologizing to Farrah and family. Foxx does riot want any such apology 
to air before or during his show, and says he'll walk out if ABC tries to 
force the issue. Farrah's parents, meantime, havp. iiled a lawsuit, claiming 
embarassment. 
Now that the King is gone, his fans are dividing his first Cadillac evenly 
among themselves, Although Elvis' 1957 EI Dorado is being refurbished 
. for a national tour, some of the chrome has been stripped off and is being 
-"~-"~~---'meTfed down 'into heart-shaped Presley jewelry. The same company is 
also hawking replicas of the ignition key. Anyone who buys a key will be 
abJe to sit in the car and start the mptor when it comes to their town. 
A s .. ixte .. e. n.-v..ear ..-.o.ld 9. .. nirl .. w.. a. s. z. ~pped. r .. i9ht .. Off he. r. feet recent.lv w .. hile walking her dog in Holbrook, NY. It se~ s t~at when her <:o,g relieved 
.·;h~\tiJ:):e·t\tifOrtu~t~lycrtQ~e,anelectriP¢9:~l$n .. The~legtnc\i:}/rl1$hed 
up the dog's urine, through his body and reached the gIrlS hand through 
the leash, Poor Fido was a goner--but the girl woke up later. 
Other notes from th edog world: In .condersport, PA, dog may 
beman's bestr friend, except, maybe, where politics is concerned. Potter 
County District Attorney Jeff Le~bert, who is rUnIlin!3 for re-~lection has 
a tough Republican r1val~-his. black Labra?o~ Retre:ver Amo~. Hewon 
the nomination in the May pnmary as a write m candidate. WhIle the dog 
now sports a coUar that reads, 'Vote for Libert," his owner said he is 
unsure "if Amos is campaigning for himself or me.'" 
The first legally sanctioned California Championship Cow Chip 
Throwing Contest was held last weekend in Exeter,California with Jim 
Cox,a six - foot,225-pound fork-lift operator win~ing chips dow~.c:ox 
threw a carefully selected cow chip a record breakmg 180 feet on hIS fIrst 
try. The winner attributed his success to a "straight sidearm" throwing 
style and his ability to pick the best chips. . " 
According to contest chairman Harley Dodd,the chips have to ~e at 
least six inches in diameter"- with no shellack allowed. He also pomted 
out that the best chips are dry,extremely light and don't smell at all. 
About 75 contestants participated in the contest with Jim and Susie 
Heaton providing most of the event's highlights. Susie hurled a chip 
MINUS two feet (it dropped behind her) and her husband showed 
remarkable accuracy in hitting both an Oldsmobile sedan and a Toyota 
station wagon. .. , 
The Championship Cow Chip Throwing Contest by the way,got 
started in Beaver Oklahoma several years ago when drinking buddies 
informally threw s~me chips and drank beer at Chuck Stanley's Dragon-
S Ranch. It was granted state championship sanction this year. 
Playing the. nation's first metric football game two Minnesota college 
teams' faced each otlier Saturday across a 100-meter field. St. Olaf 
defeated Carleton 43-0,tltough Carleton fans, wearing " cheerleader" tee-
shirts,put on a good show. The teams had 4 downs to make 10 
meters,while "meter maids" in the stands helped fans understand the 
metric action. 
However,the National Collegiate Athletic Association wasn't ready for 
the game and asked that the statistics be converted from meters to 
yards. The NCAA Rules Commitee secretarylexplaining why football is 
"mot pl~yed on a metric fietd,said,1f you really want to know,the reasom 
why we don't change is because none of us on the rules committee 
understands the metric system." 
.' In an attempt to lure tourists' to the highlands the Scottish Tourist 
.··BQardhas·published .this' tasty' description of· a national ·gourmet 
delight, and we quote: .'. ..... .' ".'" . '~oitem of Scots cookery l§ more famous than 'HaggIs: It IS made 
,ft-omthe piuck(includh\g hearts,lights,and Jiver)of.a sheep1cooked 
tbgether then' ch6pped'and'mix~d with finely chopped.suet~ndtoasted 
oatmeal. ....... '. ". ...... . •..•.. ' .•.... '. " 
This mixture is stuffed into the sheep'spaun,ch~boile(j,and served with 
chappit tattiesand bashed neeps{m~sh~d potatoes andt~mips)}tis 
usually consumed with a generous Itb9tIqn of Scotch Mlhlskey ... 
. Make'that ado~ble Scotch.. .. ' '" . 
A major corporation in downtown San 'Francisco has come up with a 
rather diplomatic way to/handle intElr-office romaces. The big bosses got 
the idea recently when twoemployees;·a man and a woman-~were 
caught one Saturday afternoon in the women's powder room. It seems 
that the two were so involved, that they failed to motice the arrival of the 
woman's husband. By Monday afternoon,the corporate bigwigs decided 
that a firing was in order and .the powder room sofa was summarily' 
unbolted and carried out as being overly conducive to lying down on the 
job. 
See you roundabout 
Kreskin is Coming 
Modern science has given the 
word "sanforized", "enegized", 
people have been "organized" and 
"teJevized", and products have been 
advertized, but the world has not 
really experienced anything until itls 
been "KRESKINIZED". 
Kreskinized (verb): To 
dramatically introduce an idea into 
some one's thought pattern. To 
perceive another pursuing thoughts 
or introduce an idea into their 
thought processes by natural or 
scientific means, but in a manner 
that is dramatic and amazing. 
Internationally famed mentalist, 
entertainer, author, Kreskin has 
been performing. this amazing feat 
to millions arouna the world via live 
concerts in theatres, nightclubs, 
and university campuses, and on 
television internationally with " the 
Amazing World of Krewskin" and 
more than 200 appearance on 
network TV shows. He is amopng 
the top entertainers in the USA. 
Being Kreskinized live or on 
television is just one phase ,of this 
multi-faceted personality. A master 
in his field, Kreskin is a reknowned 
aothor with "The Amazing World of 
Kreskin" from Random House, and 
five years ago, he launched 
Kreskin's ESP Game (MUton 
Bradley) marketed worldwide with 
sales in the millions. Kreskin has 
also worked with dentists and 
physidans an acts sd s consultant to 
.. a clinical psychologist. He's the 
enemy of all professed psychics, 
mind readers, mediums and 
charlatans who attempt' to guide 
peoples lives. Kreskin has a 
standing offer of $20,00 for anyone 
who disproves his claim that he uses 
The Amazing Kreskin, who will perform here at sse on November 7 
no confederate or secret assistance 
of any kind. . 
Kreskin holds an A. B. degree in 
psychology from Seton Hajj 
University and has been granted an 
honot:ary doctorate by that school 
for the study he has made in the field 
of ESP over the past several years. 
There is somethina trulv unique 
about being Kreskinized. It's' a 
feeling one never forgets. 
Come see and experience 
Kreskinon November 7th at 8 pm in 
the SU Auditorium. Tickets are 50~ 
for BSe students and $1.25 for the 
-general public. 
,Totems -& Art/Science: 
New Gallery Show 
The Bridgewater State CoUege 
Art Gallery will have on display the 
works of two distinquished New 
Jersey ~rtists, Vincent 0iMattio and 
Edward Jankowske, November 5 -
December 2. Professors DeMattio, 
a native Bostonian, and Jankowski, 
a native Milwaukean, serve on the 
Art Department of Monmouth 
College in West Long Branch, New 
. Jersey. A reception for the artists 
will be heJd on Saturday, November 
5, from 3:00~5:00 in the Art Gallery 
which is located in the Art and 
General Classroom Building, 
corner of School. and Summer 
Streets) Bridgewater, Massachus-
etts, and the artists will be present. 
The Gallery is open daily, Monday 
through Friday, from 10:00 a.m. to 
3:30 p.m. and other times by 
appointment. 
Professor DiMattio, a native of 
Quincy, Massachusetts, received 
his Bachelor of Fine Arts Degree in 
Drawing and Painting from 
awards have permitted him 
extensive summer travel and art 
activities of a distinguished livel, 
such as a published book of 
drawings in 1974. Mr. DiMattio has 
lately focused on artists such as 
Matisse and his contemporaries in 
hes ongoing research. Mr. DiMattio 
has prepared for this exhibition a 
series of acrylic paintings, drawings, 
and prints that employ retualistic 
and totemic images. 
Mr. DiMattio resides in Long 
Branch, New Jersey with his wife, 
Suzan, son Cole(14), and daughter, 
Shaana(7). 
Edward Jankowski was educated 
in the Milwaukee public schools'and 
attended the Milwaukee Institute of 
r echnology prior to his graduation 
in 1965 from the Layton School of 
Art (Milwaukee) where he received 
a B.F.A. degree, in painting. 
Professor Jankowski then \ attended 
the Instituto clp Allende 
___ . for a year prior to 
completing' his graduate studies 
(M.F.A.) in sculpture at the 
University of Wisconsin at 
Milwaukee in 1969. Mr_ Jankowski 
has been on the Monmouth (New 
Jersey)Col!egefaculty since 1969. 
A frequent exhibitor in major art 
exhibitions, Prof. Jankowski has 
earned notable distinction in shows 
at the Walker Art Center Biennial 
and annual at the Milwaukee Art 
Center. His participation in the 
exhibition at the Akron Art Center' 
(Ohio), 186,000 Miles per Second, 
characterizes his continuing 
research into art and science. His 
art accomplishments have been 
noted in various radio, television, 
and magazine formats devoted. to 
art subjects. , 
The artists will be present at the 
Saturday reception (November 5, 
3:00-5:00 p.m.), and their work is not 
to be missed. ~ 
Massachusetts College of ,Art in - - ...... - ... - ... - - - - - ... _ ...... - ... - ..... - .. - - - .... 
Boston in 1963. His graduate degree I The first Annual Bridgewater Music Poll. I 
(M.F.A.) was obtained in 1965 from I F I h f' 11· . ·f" 'd I 
Southern Illinois University I . il in teo oWlngasspecl Ie : I 
Carbondale, Illinois where he I I 
majored in painting. While' a I Best Gr. OU.P • 
graduate student at SJ.U., Mr. I 
DiMattia was a teaching assistant in Best New England Concert I 
the Art Department. and received Best Album I 
exceptional distinction upon Best Si. ngle I 
graduation- by . his .appointment to I 
the. Art Fac:ulty. Subsequent Best Vocalist(male) I 
teaching positions were at the Best Vocalist (female) I 
University of Wiscon,sin.at I 
Milwaukee, Pueblo (Mexico) School Best G\litarist /' I 
of Art, and at Monmouth College Best Keyboards, I 
(W, 'Long' .. Branch, New 'Jersey) I B,esi' D. ru. ·.m,. s I 
where -he '. is. in his tenth •. yeqrof I 
teaching at that institution. The I Best Bass ' I 
exhibition record ofMr.I?irvtatti6.is,_I. Artist of the Year I . 
exemplary and. natIOnal. In' . "'.... .... .' . . I 
character. Among his nota?le I Worst Group of the Year I ' 
achie,vements has, bee.11,hes I . . . ....'. ,.. .' . • 
con~lstent se!ect,lOu mthe I Ballots should be dropped off at The COMMENT I 
prestlgous AR1'. FROM;. . NEW I .' '.. . •. . . .... .' . '. .... .' • JERS&~(;,'?xhi~itkm:.a:t-t~e(,;"fr,~hton I ?olatertban"T~~s:,N.ov;. 8~. Results ,Will he posted : 
·State Museum and vanou~.<:ther I in the near future. ' " I Dt1?-manand.group exhIbitIons. ,_ .... .;.. _______ .. ____ ....... ______ ..... 
Several tec1r:hmg and research 
Calendar 
Events Outside the 
Bridgewater Area 
Tonight 
An evening of Opera Scenes. David Barthol,zmew,stage director, 
James Gardner, music director. Williams Recital Hall, New England 
Conservatory. 8p.rn. 
Current 
The Amencan lJream by L:.dward Afbee at Meetinghouse Theatre -
2afe. Albee's hilariously perceptive one-act view of an atypical day in the 
ife of a typical American family, presented in Coffeehouse-Theatre 
:ormat (coffee and refreshments seved before and after the 
)erformance.) Wednesday through Saturday evenings at 9:00 p.m. 
~dmissjon for all performances, $3.001 (AT.S. vouchers accepted as full 
idmission. Runs thrr)ugh Sat., Nov. 12. Phone: (617) 227-8157. 
LOVEUGHT, the laser spectacular, has been brought back by 
popular demand. At the Charles Hayden Planetarium Thursday through 
Sunday evenings. Tickets are $3 per person. For further information, call 
723-4586. 
The works of American sculptor Daniel Chester French are on display 
at the Fogg Art Museum in Cambridge through November 30. 
Gary L. Bulmsack and Stage Productions are proud to announce 
another extention of Israel Horovitz's "THE INDIAN WANTS THE 
BRONX"'for six weeks through December 4. In addition, there will be a 
second show en Ssturday night at 10 p.m. Tickets will be $4a.50 .during 
the week and $5.50 Friday and Saturday. 
Performances are at the STAGE III of the Charles Playhouse, 76 
Warrenton Street, Tuesday through Sunday at 8 p.m. and Saturday at 10 
p.m. Phone Reservations-338-7807 or Quik Charge 426-6210. 
The Trinity Square Repatory Company presents George Kelly's 'The 
Show-Off" in the Company's Downstairs Theatre. Performances are 
Tuesdays through Sundays at 8 p.m. through Nov. 20. For more 
information. call (401) ~!i1-4242. 
ART EXHIBIT--Five nationally known painters, Jerrald l:Salance, 
Van.ce Kirkland, Joyce Weinstein, Paul Martin and Yun James Yohe, will 
exhibit their work through Nov. 9 at Northeastern University's Dodge 
Library Art Gallery, 360 Huntington Ave. Hours are Monday and 
Tuesday 9 to 5, Wednesday 9 to 9, Thrusday and Friday 9 to 5, and 
Saturdays 1 to. 5. The exhibit is free and open to the public. For further 
information call 437-2348. 
Current 
Outside the Door-post-war German writer Wolfgang Borcherts tant 
drama continues at the Mass. College of Art through November 12. 
Tickets $3.00 for Thursday, $4.00 for Friday and Saturday. 262-4780. 
Current. 
A selection of about 30 fans from the Lodham Collection will be on 
public exhibition for the first time at the Museum of Fine Arts through 
February 26,1978. 
November 4 
"We Tickle The Earth's Belly" m:imecompany in performances of 
Roman Laughter At the Boston Center For The Arts, 511· Tremont 
Street, 
November 4 
Jack Flash, a contemporary, multimedia, light and soundshow and 
Night Club( with fullliquor liscense) in The Student Union Ballroom 
Tickets 2.00. 
November 5 
The School of the Museum of Fine Arts will hold and open house from 
10 am - 3 pm for those interested in professional trainingh in art. For 
further information, call 267-9300 ext. 497. 
November 8 
Tickets are on sale for Chicago at the Boston Garden. The Concert 
st.arts at 8 p.m. Tickets are $7.50 and $8.50 at the Garden Box Office, 
Tlcketron, Out of Town and Strawberries. 
November 9 
Earth , Wind and Fire and Deniece Williams at the Providence Civic 
Center. Tickets are $7.50 at the $8.00, and $8.50 at Ticketron, Hub, 
Tyson, Out of Town and the Box: Office. 
November 10 . 
Reperatory Wind Ensemble-Michael ~alters, conduct.o~. 
Performance to include works byPiston, Berlton, Gounod, Gabneh, 
Wagner, Stolge1, and Hindemith. Jordan Hall, New England 
Conservatory. Sp.rn. 
November 10 
~....o--"""''''''''.....o<'''..A':>'''''-'''''''''''....o.:::o''''...c--~~ § WBIM "Feature Album" 
~ You can be among the first to 
t\ hear brand new releases on § WBIM's Feature Album series. 
R Each week, Jay Anas selects a new § album by a well-known popular 
~ artist, and plays it in its entirety. 




The Bridgewater State Ensemble 
Theatre has several events 
scheduled for the near future that 
should be of interest to the BSC 
community. 
The Far East Rug Company will 
present another evening of mime, 
comedy, drama, and entertainment 
soon. The perfomance on 
November 3 has been cancelled, but 
a new date will be announced 
soon. Those who saw the Company 
during its last performance here 
. soon. Anyone who missed the 
Company's last perfomance, as well 
as those who have previously seen 
it will . not want to miss this 
performance! 
Ensemble Theatre's second. 
major production of the season, 
The Skin of Our Teeth, will be 
presented on December 1-3 at 8 pm 
in the SU Auditorium. The Skin- of 
Our Teeth' is one of Thornton 
Wilder's most popular plays, and 
this performance should not be 
missed! 
This year's first Horace Mann 
Production will be perfomed on 
November 17th and 18th at 7:30 pm 
in the Horace Mann Auditorium in 
Boyden Hall. Entitled W.O.M.AN., 
is is being direded by senior Steven 
Martin and was written by Steve and 
his cast (Laurie Miller, Susan 
Tomaso, Susan Dietlin, Maura 
Farley, Sally Richardsop, and Joni 
Dahlene). Steve is bein~{assisted by 
Stage Manager Diane Lalli. 
Anyone who is interested in being 
placed on the Ensemble Theatre 
mailing list, please contact The 
Ensemble Theatre at extension 
247 
GO, ,. 
BANANAS! r,::=~. HE FUN STOREI.!!!!!t 
"Broadway 'Live and Kickin"', A musical revue and cabaret featuring 
tunes from Broadway Musicals by Gershwin,Porter, Kern, Sondheim, 
Bernstein and Rogers. .A student-run benefit for New England' 
Conservatory presented by the Conservatory Musical Theatre 
Ensemble. David Freeman, producer/director. Patron Tables $100 ($86 
tax-deductible), Sponsor seats $20(16.50 tax deductable), General 
Admission $3.50, Students $2.00 Brown Hall, New England 
Selling:. army Be navy goods 
• camping supplies 
• work clothes & shoes 
• war surplus 
• jeans tops & more! 
At crazv discount prices 
gO ... · • 
.~"'~I'ol&' Conservatory. Througrt November 13, 8 p.m. . -, 
November 12 . 
Queen -at the Boston Garden at 8 p.m. Tickets are $7.50 and $8.50 at 
the box office. Out of Town, Ticketron, and Strawberries. 
November 12 
566 FOREST AVE. 
BROCKTON,MA 
lliiiiijilOpen 9 am . 9 pm 
Sat 10 am - 6 pm" 
next to Brest A lito 
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November 5 
A two man show of printing, print, drawing and sculpture by Vincent 
Di Mattio and Edward ,Jankowski. Through December 2 at the 
Bridgewater State College Art Building. 
November 6 
The Program Committee will sponsor the film "The Sting" on 
November 6 and 7. 
November 6 
The Program Committee will sponsor the film "The Sting'" in the 
Auditorium at 6:30 p.m. 
November '7 
The Amazing Kreskin in the Student Union Auditorium at 8 pm. 
SSC Ensemble Theatre presents W.O.M.AN., a Horace Mann 
Production on Thursday and Friday, Nov. 17 and 18 at 7:30 p.m_ at 
Horace Mann Auditorium in Boyden Hall 
November 7 
"The Sting" SU Auditorium 12:00 noon 
INovember 9 
Little Rascals Films-Rathskeller 5:15 p.m. 
,November 10 
) Disco in the Hazt 7:00 p.m. 
November 11' 
Peter Phillips at the Chameleon Coffe House 
.November 12 
Childrens Film; "Mouse and the Mayflower" at 2:00 p.m. in the SU 
November 14 . 
Band in the Rat 7:00 p.m. 
November 15 
Foyer Entertainment 11:00-1:00, Rathskeller, 5:00-7:30 
November 16 -
Apple Hill Chamber Players SU Auditorium 8~OO p.m. 
lNovem6er 17 . . • 
Film; "Lord of the Flies" 7:00 p.m. in the Library Lecture Hall, 
,ented by the Sociology Club 
November 18 
Disco in the Rat 
November 19 
Coffeehouse in the Formal Dining Room 8:09 p.m. 
,November 19 -
Band in the Rat 8:00 p.m. 
December 1 
BSe Ensemble Theatre will present Thornton Wilder's Skin of Our 
Teeth at 8 p.m. in the S.u. Auditorium through December3. Tickets 
'iiI 50 for BSC stud~nts and staff. $2.50 for all others. 
•• rl.t.lIJ~'itt'.i.9 •• 9 •• " ••••••••• ' •••••••••• " 
: The Secondary Education Department: 
: Announces: : 
: Bridgewater State College : 
• • 
: Phase II : 
: ·Phree : 
• • 
: Phall : 
• • 
: Philm i· 
• 
: Phestival : 
• 
: November 15 and 16 : 
:, Horace Mann Auditorium' : 
: Nov. 15 Schedule : 
: 9:00 High School 4:30 Mign ~chool • 
: i~~~g ~du~:ti~~nf~~ Stay ~~gg ~h~we::i! Is : 
: Exceptional Children 7:00 No Reason to Stay : 
• 12:00 If 7:30 Education for • 
: 2:00 Inside Out ExceptiC?.~at Children : 
• 3:00 Summerhill 8:30 St;lmmerhill : 
: 3:30 The Way It Is 9:00 HIQh School • 
~Schedule for Nov~ 16 same as Nov. 15 9:00 to 3:30: 
• • ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• e ••••••••••• ~ 
BARKS & BUBBLES 
805 Broad St. 
East Weymouth 
Dog Grooming and Bathing 
II T~~~;tt~sh 'I) 
. :11115% Student Discount with 1.Dj11 
Webster Lewis and The Post Pop Space Rock BeBop Gospel 
Tabernacle Chorus and Orchestra in concert. Tickets are $4.00-Limited 
number of student Tickets $2.50. Jordan Hall, New England 
- . - - -. WfTHTHIS COUPON -. - - -'. 
Conservatory 8 p.m. .. ;::,.:. J 
-November 12 
. An Everiing with George :$enson at the Shapiro Gymnasium, Brandeis 
tJpiyersity, 7:30 p.m.Tickets $7.00 in advance. $8.00 at door at Brandeis 
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Ray Devoll, tenor in recital. A performance of Benjamin HolySonl1ets 
of John Donne; also songs of Donandy, Schubert, and Faure. Jordan 
Hall, New England Conservatory, 8 p.m. 
.,f4~"'I1/4& I 
arrnv-navygoods. war surplus ) Sundays 10 to 6 ~~~~ 
5:~~:;~~.A~:. 1\~~ lll1 November 14· .. . . 
An Art Exhibition by Walter Pashko, faculty member at the. School of . 
the Museum of Fine Arts, Boston, will be held. at Framingham State 
College, College Center Gallery, November 14 through December 2. 
This· exhibitiofl ,features very modern contemporary paintings· and 
drawings. The exhibit is.open to the public. No admission charge. 
Miiiii1IQpen 9 am. 9 pm~::=~.11 .•.. F 11 .... 
'. :~~~B~~:;:; ,. \\~ orap~~~~~:~t ca ~~\ 
. - • - • - • - - - •• - - ••• - , • ~ - - ••• - - - - .~~t:::::;::::::::;:;:::;:::::;:::::::;:::;::::;::::::::::::::::::;:;:;:::::;:;:::;;::::;:::::::;:;:::::;::::::::::::;::::::::::::::::::::::::;:::::;::::::::::::::::::::::Jt 
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by Doug Mildram Rich Agnew-Glenn Guenard 1-0 
To equal an undefeated season is a very Final Standings Doug Mildram-Kim Goddu 1-0 
difficult thing to do. The Bears did the next Mass. State Conference Joe Reagan-Joe McDermott 0-2 
best thing this fall, as they went down to ------------------ Joe Reagan-Glenn Guenard 0-1 
defeat but once. A record of 6-1 is often times Conference All Bob Harrington-Joe McDermott 0-1 
good enough to win a championship, but it W-L W-L 13-8 
adds up to a second place finish (to Salem) for 'Salem 7-0 10-1 Everyone on the club did a fine job and 
Bridgewater in the Mass. State Conference. BRID~EWATER 6-1 &.1 made a significant contribution to the team. 
The netmen will not be able to strive for an WestfIeld 4-3 7-3 Although tennis is a sport based on individual 
undefeated (fall and spring) 77·78 year as they F:ammingham 4-3 5-4 performance, the "team" element was 
did in 76-77 (with a 17-0). However, many FItchburg 3-4 4-5 certainly present on the squad this year. Ther 
. positive things came out of the tennis· North Adams 3-4 3-6 was a great deal of competition in practice 
program in 77 that should continue to emerge Worcester.. 1-6 2-9 and it helped the players in their mental 
in the spring. Mass. Mantl~e 0-7 0-8 approach to the game. Everyone on the team 
Being beaten 9-0 by Salem is hardly what Final Records (Singles) was pulling for each other and not enough can 
you· would call. a highlight to the Bears'. be said about the positive attitude that was 
season. However, it was a rarity, because it Wms Losses evident throughout the season. 
marked the first time Bridgewater had lost a TOrI:l Nieva 2-4. In conclusion, captain Bob Harrington has 
tennis match in 18 outings (dating back to Capt. Bob Harnngton 5·2 this to say, "Despite losing 3 of the top 6 
spring of 76). Highlights ofthe season, on the J~ Reagan 5-1 players last year, it was a good year. The 
positive side, were: RIch Agnew 4-0 sophomore team of Reagan & McDermott 
1. The Bears' 5-4 victory over North Adams Joe McDermott 6-1 looks tough and they should be a great asset 
on Oct. 13 (not decided until Glenn Guenard Glenn ~uenard 3-4 to the team in the spring. We are hopeful that 
and Rich Agnew come-from-behind victory Doug Mlldram 3-1 we'll have an expanded spring schedule. 
with the team score tied at 4-4). Joe Skowyra 1-0 Promising freshman Kim Goddu and 
2. The "bagelings'" administered to' 29-13 sophomore Paul Dian will be back along with 
Fitchburg and Mass. Martime. (Doubles) much improved Glenn Guenard. Once again 
3. M.S.C.A.C. Tournament (Joe Reagan Wins ~oses. the everpresent eyes of Coach Robert 
and Joe McDermott making it to the semi- Tom Nu~va-Bob Harnngton 5-1 Mogilnichi inspired us throughout the 
finals). Glenn Guenard Joe McI?ermott 2-0 season." 
4. Season ending win streak of 4 (North G.lenn Guen~r?-Doug Mddram I-I 
Adams; Fitchburg, Westfield, and RIch A~ew:Klm Goddu 1·1 
Worcester) that insured the Bears a second Paul Dlon-KIm Godd~ 1-1 
place finish. Joe Skowyra-Doug Mildram I-a 
1977 Fall Tennis Team 
JOE MCDERM,Ort 
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Harriers Cross Finish Line 
After dropping their first five meets of the Sat:-urday's triangular m '!eet, SSC beat 
year, the BSC cross country team rebounded Suffolk, 35-71, but was edged out by Nichols 
to take 2 of the last 3 meets, to finish the 30-35. Scott Newkirk won his second race in 4 
seasen with 2 wins 6 losses. The drought days as he ran the mountainous 4,8 mile 
finally ended on October 25 with a 27-29 win course in 25:40_ This was the third fastest time 
over Eastern Nazerene on the local 4.5 mile on the tough Nichol's course this season_ Bill 
course. Finishing in first place was Scot Mackinnon was Bridgewater's second 
Newkirk of BSC in 23:40. The other scorers finisher in just under 29 minutes.MacKinnon 
for the Bears were Mark Lanza(4th),Bill has been either second or third man on the 
Mackinnon(5th), Ken Arnold(6th), and Mary team for the entire year, and his consistent 
Creedon( lIth). The most impressive races of performances were very valuable to the team. 
the day were turned in by Arnold and Even though the team had a losing record, 
Creedon. Arnold, fighting off a severe ankle the spirit on the team was very high. Because 
injury incurred en route, took more than 3 of the rapid improvement shown during the 
minutes off his previous best time for the BSC past season the team is already looking 
course, and held off a rushing ENC barrier to forward to the 1978 season. This years 
finish 6th and preserve the win. Creedon, complete squad: Scott Newkirk, Bill 
who was running her second race in 3 days MacKinnon, Mark Lanza, Ken Arnold, Steve 
(she finished 18th in the women's NE Sullivan, John Semer, Mike Robertson, Mary 
collegiate meet), finished eleventh to close Creedon, Marcia Benoit, Kim Threadgold, 
BSC's scoring and wrap up th e me~t. In Maureen O'Toole. 
Gymnastic 
On Wednesday October 26, Bridgewater 
_ State College presented its first gymnastic 
stravoganza. Under the direction of Ms. 
Dayna Daniels, a group of 21 girls presented 
dance, gymnastic and clown routines before 
a full house. 
As the audience entered the gym they 
witnessed the girls warming up on t he various 
pieces of apparatus. The show started with a 
general group" warm-up, led by Sandy 
Lambert, immediately followed by group 
tumbling. the group tumblingvolved fast 
moving criss-cross gymnastic skills. The next 
act was a jazz dance choreographed by 
Kathie Countie to the music of "Funk". The 
girls were sharply dressed in black 
turtlenecks, white shorts and·· black and 
white scarfs. Following the lively jazz dance, 
Mary Hutchins performed a beautiful /loor 
routine to "Moonlight Sonata". A switch/rom 
the /loor to the beam was the scene for the 
next act. A triple beam routine was gracefully 
executed byNora Kenny, Jean Laliberte, and 
Lynne Scott. The girls simultaneously 
per/armed the toutine on three different 
height beams, creating a shadow effect. 
One of the best performances of the night 
was the "Acrobats". Betsey Keenan, Patty 
McAuley and Linda Surman amused the 
audience with their crazy antics. A/ter' the 
clowning around, two floor excercises 
followed. Nora Kenny performed her routine 
to "It's A Small World" and Lynne Scott 
dazzled the audience with her routine to 
"Pearle.lf". The trampoline routine was a real 
crowd pleaser. Kathie Countie, Sandy 
Deluca and J::jaroara Mct'We astounded the 
audience with outstanding/eats of incredible 
ExtravoganZQ 
height. An era change was the setJor the next 
scene. Flappers dressed in fringed leotards 
ana-headbands danced a peppy Charleston. 
As the .flappers exited, the girls quickly set up 
the horse for vaulting. Rapid fire vaulting both 
straight on and criss-cross held the 
audience's attention. TBis rapik fire vaulting 
was interrupted by the elephant vault. The 
crowd awed at the size of the 12 foot elephant 
and applauded wildly as the gymnasts 
cleared the vault. One oj the biggest cheers 
went to 4 foot 10 inch Jean Laliberte as she 
cleared· the elephant with ease! 
The finale was a streamer routine. Ten 
girls dressed in different color leotards with 
matching ribbons whirfed and twir/de to the 
''Thetl)e of Star Wars". 
After the performan'ce the group members 
thanked Ms. Daniels for her countless hours 
of help and organization with-a dozen roses. 
The show members wish to thank Don 
Marston for his spo~ting assistance, Cathy 
Spillane jar her announcing, Brenda 
Marshall for her backstage prompting, the 
Aquabrites and the Dance Club. Also a 
special thanks is in order to all those. fine 
gentlemen that assisted in- moving the 
gymnastic apparatus. . 
The entire show members included: Nancy 
Adams, Garolyn Brochu, Kathie Countie, 
Sue Cronin, Sandy Deluca, Liz Devido; 
Sandy Gammel, Andrea Haefling, Mary 
Hutchins, Betsey Keenan, Nora Kenny Jean 
Laliberte, Sandy Lambert, Patty McAuley, 
Sue Moore, Dawn Nyman, Karen Regan 
Maria Scarpa, Lynne Scott, Linda Surma~ 
and Barb McRae. 
SoccerT eaD1 Reaches-Goal 
by Joe Lupica 
Since soc€er was reinstated at BSC three 
years ago, the Bears had never had a winning 
season. Well, this year was different. GOing 
into last weekI the Bears were 5·3 and still had 
an. outside shot at a post-season tournament. 
On Monday, the Bears faced the lowly 
Framingham State team. The Bears played 
good soccer for the first half, but held only a 
slight 1-0 lead. The goal was scored by Joe 
OHalloran, the Bears leading scorer for the 
year. The second half was a nightmare. The 
Bears played lackadaisially and paid for it. 
Halfway through the second half, the Bears 
were on the short side of a 2~1 score. The 
Bears couldn't sustain an offensive attack and 
quickly found time running out. With about 20 
seconds left in the game, Framingham was 
awarded a penalty kick on a hand ball inside 
the penalty area. The infraction occured 
when fullback Neal C'arey caught waht whs to 
be a sure goal. As you know, the only player 
who can touch the ball with his hands is the 
goalie. Incidentely, Neal and Bob Goodwin 
seemed to be the only players for' BSC who 
played decent. The kick was covert ed, and 
the Bears lost 3-1. 
marked by rough play by both teams, and the winning season in 3 years, the Bears played 
game was getting out of hand. Five minutes inspired soccer. In the first minute of play, Joe 
into the second half, a fight erupted and the O'Halloran, on some nice hustling· work, 
benches cleared. This seemed to spark the scored an unassisted goal. Roger Williams 
Fitchburg team, and at 7:20 of the . second sported a young team and did have few 
half, Ernie Rooney, big number 99, scored on scoring chances in the first half. At 37:23 of 
a toe kick. to give Fitchburg the lead. The the first half, Mike McCartin gave JoeLupica 
assist went to R. Martins. The Bears had a beautiful through pass for the Bears sefond 
numerous chances and actually played quite goal. The Bears were completey outplaying 
well. Mike McCartin led the Bears with five Roger Williams and Coach DeneIlo'decided 
On Wednesday, the,Bears played their last shots on net followed by Russ Denver with to let some. of the secon stri.ngers play. 
home game. The game was played in a drizzle four. Lady Luck just wasn't with the Bears, Among the players seeing action were: John 
and the field conditions were nothing short of and Rooney's goal was enough to defeat Macsey, Steve "Cheap $hot" Gray, Chris 
sloppy.' Their opponent was lea~ue rival them, 1-0. Bridgewater outshot Fifchburg, 18- George, Dave Morrow, Frank Comprato, 
Fitchburg S. The. game was very evenly 16. . Dan ElJiot, and goalie Mike Dacey. Although 
matched and the fIrst half ended scoreless. they only saw limited action throughout the 
The Bears now at 5-5 faced Roger Williams. year, their support help make this a winning 
Both teams had eight shots each on net, College of Rhode Island in their. last game. season. At 7:13, Q'Halloran scored his 10th, 
but. nonefouJ,1d the mark. The half was Knoing they needed a win to have·theirfirst .goal of the year on a pass from Tony Cardoso 
SWIM MEET 
to make the score 3-0. The subs s played well, 
but at 22:17 RO!=ler Williarn'll Antrmin 
Bennadito scored an unassisted goal, and the 
score ended up 3-\. It was ,seniors. Jim . 
Barrington, Russ Denver, <;3ary r,1uello;.anQ 
Friday. November 4, 1977 '6:00 P.M.- John McKinnon's last game in.a. Bear's. uniform. McKinnon, l'ls.youknow.w~sout with a knee injury, but thetbreetri~ captains 
all played welLTheyshoU/ed good leadership 
Kelly Gymnasium Pool 
challeng.es varsity 
du.almeet 
all year l,?ng~ togo alOng with their consistent 
play.on .. ·the'fieHNeal,Ca.rey, Bill Lindquist 
and John Hibert . also played· well, and look 
I fClr.wardtonext year. GoaHe Mark Dufresne 
SW I-m·t·e· ·.·a .. ·............. ' .... ........• :..". \Al~sn~t called on to make too many saves, but II;" ' tl.ohethe less, did w,hat he. had to. He finishes 
the year with a 4~2 record. Golie Hore 
Carvalho finished the year with a 3-3 record, 
·i···. 
but he played in several tough gatl1es1. . . . 
Joe OHalloran, .. 
goals, Tony CardOls.o·wa;s,. 
Lupica ·hac] 
D~nver "UJjt::~\:: •. lZu.~,-, 
M~c~~K;. •.... ...... . . ..... ; .....•.... ,. : 
•.. ·Spe~~, . to scorekeepr Kathy Gately 
andtiltier ~Qis Lindquist for putting up with us 
:dutlngthe qoulCse of the year,Al$.9~Jhankt; to 
'trainers Charlie Rozanski and Gpr;I,IFj~I?~< 
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By Jim Billings 
BSC made it three straight as they dropped 
Nichols 19-9 last weekend. Nichols had the 
home advantage but the bears offense proved 
to be too much to handle. 
Nichols stunned Bridgewater with a fine 
interception by Andrew Higgins. Higgins 
. returned the Armstrong pass 49 yards for the 
first score. 
Bears Win 3 Straight 
Al Colarusso was the leading ground gainer 
with a total of 106 yards in 25 carries. His 
second quarter touchdown and Ernie 
Broncos extra point conversion put the Bears 
in front 7-6. John Madegan made good on a 
field goal and the Bears trailed 9-7 at half time. 
Both the defense and offense looked 
impressive during the second half of play. AI 
Colarusso scored his second touchdown at 
9:22 of the third quarter. The Bears went for a 
two point conversion rather than a field goal. 
As . it turned out the Bears came up empty 
handed and the score remainecl13-9. 
Nichols was held scoreless the entire 
second half due to a fine defensive team 
effort. Freshman line backer RiCh LeBlanc of 
Peabody was a standout as well as Captain 
Ray Oberg, Rich Harwood and Don Cann in 
the secondary. 
Offensive tackle and offensive guard, Jeff 
Tuller and Fran Muccio respectively did a 
comendable job blocking, Paul Vespazioni 
also did a fine job blocking coming out of the 
backfield. 
Armstrong who completed five of nine 
passes went to the air in the founhe quarter. 
He found Jeff Finan in the end zone on a 21 
yard strike. Jeff· caught three passes on the 
day for at total of 37 yards. Again the Bears 
tried for a two point· conversion and 
failed. The defense remained tough the last 12 
minutes anc! the Bears were the victors. 19-9. 
A LOOK AT HOMECOMING 
Curry State is presently 4·3, but they have 
won their last three outings. The Colonels' 
freshman quaterback, Bill Rumley, has 
looked impressive all year. His primary. 
receiveris John Scollins. In last weeks game, 
Rumley, completed 16 of 35 passes. 
Defensively Curry relies on their all 
conferance tackle Dave Berhiaume. Coach 
Mazaferro . beiieues he is one of the best 
Defensive Tacklers in 1he Conference. 
The Bears must maintain a balanced 
'attack. The offensive line is coming along 
under Coach Casabian's guic;Iance. 
1 think Ernie Broncos' kicking game will 
. tPtOtJeto' be a main factor on Saturday~ I 
predict the Bears 21·17. 
cPel7.{Or l..inei;ac-le ,..." G-ar~ 1lZ~c e 
"1'lDmber /3' a-f' 7llarbleAead... 
Pe-t:e.r ~6K.oUiJk..a(J.I ~l>m-tJer 8? 
'll<;1t::t end. .. a r:5en.i4r-fnmt .. 7:lJroc-l..-l:aA 
{b.mber ,;)7' den/or 6/te bader 
~tJ Obe.;t!" :f'nun.- ChartLey 
News From Political Science 
On Tuesday,October 18.the conflicts asalawyer~representative 
Political Science Club sponsored and·constitutency service. 
an excursion to the State House In the futherance of constitutency 
in Boston. Preceding the schedule service,a session with Rep. Bruce 
of the, day, studentstoureci the Wetherbee (D.Pepperell) . was 
chambers of the House and conducted; Rep. Wetherbee 
Senate,Clerk's offices, library, introduced the contingency to the 
bookstore, and the Hall.of Flags. process of filing a bill for a citizen, 
The agenda commenced with a particularly H2209 for the regulation 
brief· session with Mr. Robert of dentures. A note was made ofthe 
. Turner, State House Bureau Chief ADA lobbying efforts opposed to 
of the Boston_Globe. He discussed this registration .. He also initiated 
and fielded questionS-from students discussion regarding petitions 
concerning objectivity in journalism. brought· about by the book 
, He contributed details of his off-the- entitled Capitalist Manifesto. 
'record andon-the-recor.d Rep. Peter McCarthy (0-
com,rnentaries from leadership, The . Peabody), W,ays and Means 
various modes. of journalism were Committee member, conducted a 
'also revealed. briefing. The conversation centered 
During the forum, 'Former about House and Senate leadership 
'Representative William Hogi:ln ,positions. He shared his views of the 
appeared, before our contingency. new freshman representation ,as . 
Mr. Hogan, who is now employed in cOl1servativeand the emergence of 
the public relations Held, a dissent faction within the 
commented upon the great democratic majority. His 
potential for leadership in . our concluding remarks allowed the 
colJege generation. Mr. Hogan and asseinblage to ponder questions' of 
Mr.Turner then entered into a brief' leadership and lobbying as we 
volley regarding the roleofthe press ,proceed~d to our meeting witlj a 
in'politics. veteran lobbyist. 
Repr~sentative Peter Flynn (D- A veteran lobbyist for the. Leagu~ 
Bridgewater) entered the room for of WomeriVoters for 20 years, Mrs. 
an appearance before the political Evelyn Bender was our next briefing 
science majors. He mentioned the session. Our discussion en-
ethics stat~mentof the House and compassed her role as opposed 
Senate, af~voritetopic of debate to a le9islators~, and lobbying 
in the, post~Wate,r9at.e~r~, which efforts via the art of conversation 
has been approved'oythe Rules well preceded bY,research, She 
Committee; This bill. entails detailed the operation 'of a 
finacialdisclosure- procedures , consensus within her organization 
along with. delaying any and.thedevelbpment.of'various , 
representatiy€;fr~91 employment coalitions for or against ·particular 
in a lobbyil1gorfJ~nization for one legislation. ' 
year ~'~'''':/',' . c Students then adjourned for 
, Ethics co~mitte~ and the reports lunch and to ,attend the House and 
of the I-team of WBZ-TV was the 'Senate· sessions. The House was 
main concern of the legislators on 'considered a.legislative pay raise, 
the 18th. Senator Robert McCarthy while the Senate debated an ehtics . 
(D-E.Bridgewater) further disclosed proposal. 
portions of the ethics report. His The last appointment of the day 
~linterests evolved around the was for student conversing with Mr. 
DennisPaduck, Hea'dof 
Registration under the Secretary of 
Consumer Affairs. Mr.· Paduck had 
assembled several executive 
secretaries, such as energy and self-
help to indoctrinate this group of 
citizens on the progressive 
programs of the office. 
To complete the extensive 
agenda for· the State House 
Excursion,tours of. the Archives 
were made; The evaluations of the 
Beacon Hill trip. appear to be mixed 
due to the political bug instinctly, 
biting some while causing adverse 
effects on others. 
Court Reform 
By Chris Hansen 
, ,. Qn,Friday, ,Oct. 28, while 
students bashed)n the unusual 
sunshine, Representative Alfred 
Saggese (D-Winthrop) spoke before 
a group of state and local 
government students .. His 
appearance was sponsored by the 
Political Science Club in 
cooperation with Professor Guy 
Clifford. . 
Rep. Saggese is a graduate of 
UMass (Amherst) and Suffolk Law 
School. His service in the legislature 
involves his second term and a 
House member ·of the ,Judiciary 
Committee, as weUas being anoted 
crhllinal. attorney., . 
He discussed with the 
:-. c'ontingency the Cox Commission 
and the JHdidary Committee's 
recommendations. After commenc-
ing with the statement, ~'discussion 
of court reform is .the quickest 
remedy for insomnia," he outlined, 
the points of tbereform package. 
The basic components of the plan 
are consolidation of management 
and personal standards under the 
chief justice of the Supremero 
Judiciary Court; gradual 
assumption of. court costs by the 
~tatei' now assessed by the 
countries; broadening the 
jurisdiction of the district courts; 
and development of a new Superior 
Court sysytem with the division of 
land, housing, and probate. 
After proceeding through these 
proposals~ Rep. Saggese detailed 
the legislative action on H 4400 
which encompassed the August 
Judiciary hearings and subsequent 
news conferences and press 
releases. He reiterated the death of 
the package following the hearings, 
'but a compromise· was reached 
which allowed the reform package 
to live once again. The procass of 
arranging the.Jegal language of the 
new draft is delaying the petitions 
appearance on the House Calande'r. 
The speaker confirmed that the bill 
would soon be debated in the 
House, so that the Senate· will not 
need to bring .forth pOrtions for 
debate after Nov. 15. . 
misconceptions oflegislative action 
on the courts, as indicated in the 
press services. 
Answer to Apathy 
by Christine Hansen 
After reading the lead article 
presented in "The Arena" (Oct. 6, 
1977) titled "Apathy", a strong sense 
of shock and disgust overwhelmed 
myself and other students. Itseems 
quite clear that this. article was 
written by an arrogant individual 
who felt proud that he/she attended 
this meefmg while severaJ others did 
not. 
The author was in error to direct 
accusations at the non-active 
members as a group, "Apathetic" 
non-active members may have not 
been in attendence for an obvious 
reason. . The rationale for the 
preceding statement is due to many 
indjviduals~ involvement in 
internships, employment,or 
conflicting meetings of other clubs 
Rep.. Saggese. also answered or organizations. To direct insulting 
questions concerning the delay in comments at people engaged in the 
the courts, efforts of a coalition of 17 previously mentioned interests is 
groups for court reform, the lack of. completely preposturous Students 
constitutency interests and costs of may have thought both highly. of 
the package left ,to the discretion of themselves arid their education at 
the House Ways and Means. Also Bridgewater. 'Their busy~ime 
discussed wrre the items dealt with schedule could have involved taking 
- in the Cox Report. ' .. 'an interestinthemselves, which the 
The gentleman,asweUasanoted author highly doubts, and devoting 
criminal attorney, had also hoped to ' their time to more, profitable ends. 
mention the need for changes in the Summing, up, people are 
~riminal law statutes,. byt time did obviously differ~nt. Some people 
. .. H d d b fl h enjoy being actively involved· in 
not permIt It. e i riey touc extra-cirricular., abivities,' while 
upon the new grand jury bill 011 
Governor Dukakis"· desk, which others adopt anon-involvement 
allows for an attorney to be present policy. Activitie,s, 
during these proceedings. another individual adopts is 
Rep. Saggese s discussion effort of· of no con.cern to other persons 
resulted in a better informed portion and· others are not obligated to 
. of the citizency by· dispellinq anv render judgements. , 
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DO YO A T·SHIRT 
FROM THE OF 
Schlitl"PaHern"'-Shirt. White 
with colorful pattern of Schlitz 
trademarks. Sizes: S, M. L. XL. 
$3.50. 
(DID THE nTANIC NEED LIFEBOATS?) 
"Out of Schlitz?" T·Shirt. 
Blend of cotton and polyester: 
Gray color. Sizes: S. M. L XL. 
$3.50. 












D My order is over $25. Please send me my surprise gift worth $5.00. 
Send moer with check or money order payable teo: 
'. '1 ~ i ~: 
Schlitz Dean of Beer 
Post Office Box 9373 





Allow 4 weeks for. shipment. Void where prohibited by law. Offer 
expires December 31.1977. Prices include shipping and handling 
costs. 
SHIP TO: I Name~.~~--~ ______ --______________ ~ 
I Address_..,....---.--,----.:.---'-----:----------___ _ 
I 
\ City· State Zip I 
, © 1977 dos, Schlitz Brewing Co .• Milwaukee. Wis. / 
~------------------~ Schlitz is a trademark of Jos. Schlitz .Brewina Co .. Milwaukee. Wisconsin 53202 
Siglinda Stcinfiiller 
Deanof8eer 
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Classi/ieds 
To Gary, 2 years!!! ]t's great, isn't it? Happy 
2nd anniversary, babe! I love you now, and I 
always win, you're the best part of me! All my 
love, "Your little girl." 
was super to see you so psyched!! Loveya-
one with a wdirty- face. 
To Greg D. -·Did you hear my mother goes to 
the beauty parlor each week? LOOKS fine for 
three days till her mud pack falls off. Love 
always, the mystery sandwich and apple eater. 
Kevin-Thank You·signed '1 don't know" 
Jon, tomorrow you1J be legal in every state in 
the union. Have a happy 21st birthday!-L 
for sale 
For Sale: Harmon Kardon 330 B Receiver, 2 
small advent speakers, pioneer PL 12 D 
Turntable. $300.00 or best offer. Contact Joe. 
After 6 p.m. 3784807. 
LAS VEGAS, 3 nights, 4 days, room for 2 and 
meals included. Union Plaza hotel on main 
street of LasVegas. Air fare is only thing not 
included. Valued at over 200 dollars, but willing 
to sen at best offer. For more info., contact 
Eugene Griffin, Room 320, Great HilL 
For Sale: 1970 Honda 750. Many new parts 
(tires, battery, motor work, chain, sprockets, 
etc.) Lots of chrome; 4 into 1; new paInt. 
candy, apple red. Must be seen! Phone 586· 
5686 nights. 
Super 8 Movie Camera· NEVER BEEN USED 
. GAF camera with built ,in light meter, 
batteries and one roll of film included. $45,00. 
Call Sue at 822·0522 and leave a message. 
services 
For God so loved the world, that he gave his 
t only begotten Son, that whosoever believeth 
, in him should not perish, but have everlasting 
life. For God sent not his Son into the world to 
condemn the world; but that the world 
through Him might be sav!'!d. 
Invitations, Etcetera . Gre~t holiday gift idea. 
Personalized stationery for friends and 
family. Order now and beat the rush. X·mas 
cards available also. Quality with a 
DISCOUNT. Carol Savas 344-9377 
fIde/riders 
Scituate Area: I commute to Bridgewater daily 
and would like riders or someone to trade 
driving with daily. Please call after 5: Jan: 545· 
3183. 
lost/found 
Lost! A silver colered plastic tackle box 
containing pottery tools and sponges. If 
found, PLEASE return ~ reward., to John 
Heller in the Ceramic Dept. 
Lost in library, a turquoise ring. Great 
sentimental value to owner. REWARD. 
Offered, please drop off in COMMENT, lost 
and found. 
'wanted 
Piano wanted - cheap (free if possible) Will 
move. Call me collect. Tracy. 878-5938. 
personals 
Happy Birthday Turtle! It's only half way 
through the semester, have you been to any 
classes lately? Take care from Barb, Lisa, 
Herm, and Paula P.L. P.S. Even sow wishes 
you a happy 18th! Party Hardy, it's all legal 
now. 
To the girls of Crackerbox Palace. Disco will 
cause extensive brain damage. Your collection 
needs more "'Wings· to fly. Let me give you 
music lessons. Jeff's machine needs an 
exorcist(be·bop-a-lula; joob·joob) Who loves 
you baby! King Of Rock. P.B.W.(With great 
balls of fire XOXO·Jo·Jo 
To Capt. Sunfest·Saw you" boogying" at the. 
disco Thurs. Did you watch American 
Bandstand every week to learn how? Dick 
Clark would be proud of you but B.S.C. isn't. 
You're a real loser. Come back and try again 
when you can really dance. 
Ralph·wake up and stop snoring, your keeping 
the goldfish awake. When will you admit to the 
fact that you lost. Do you like my Halloween 
costume? Say who is that new girl I've seen you 
around with lately, ya know, "the girl with the 
long hair"·Dean of Beers 
BFE: Zeeb·Zeeb, Teddy, and POTAMUS 
TWEED. EASTER BEAGLE-EASTER-
BEAGLE. BEITER B.F:S 1HAN S. AND W. 
1HANKS FOR EVERYTHING. LOVE, 
PEARL(BF) 
Sweetie P.,'1 believe when 1 fall in love with you 
it will be forever." Well, 1 already have, and 
every day it's better and better. Thank 
you,Dear. Love, S. Salinas 
Linda-You're a super friend. I'm glad that 
you're feeling better. I'm gonna miss you if you 
decide not to come back next semester. Tell 
Dawn "Thanks, It's em ply" Deanna and Hi to 
"BetseyN,Sandy and Brad. Where '5 Jennifer? 
Keep smiling Kid. Love, Deb. 
Hi Girls! My name is Mike. I'm in great shape, 
good·looking and above all I'm Canadian. Yes, 
girls you guessed correctly. I'm single and I'm 
on the hunt. Just phone after 7:00pm nightly. 
l'm waiting for all you hot units. 
Girls, I'm desperate. I arrived here from 
Pickering'September 29th. And still none of 
you have. asked me out. 1 hang ouLat the 
library. I'm easy and 1 aim to satisfy. ASK any 
Canadian girl. To see a sneak preview, come 
watch me play .... Hockey that"is ·ha ha. 
Happy Birthday, Lynne. We hope you have 
fun. Love, Mom,Dad,Artie,Scott and Darrell. 
Rebecca! Find any creepy things in your bed 
lately? Such, as ... Snake, Cold coins,plastic 
fly(that thing is huge!) ... colcl ma,gnets ... You're 
so much fun to scare. You and Beth make 
such a good pair. I realize however that Cheryl 
is the instigator·don't worry Rebecca·we1l find ' 
some way, some day, and we1l get her 
back!!Love,Jean. 
Dear Ahan!, Miss the North Shore 
much??Late night at the "sailloft"! Wine by the 
Charles ... L.A.I-/.'s friends are sorry. A week-
end for 2 in Florida, sure thing. I'm watching 
~m my window so beware!M'head 
Classified Ad Form 
CircieHeakHng: 
FORSiU..E W4N1£D 
HOUSING LOST & FOUND 
PERSONAL RlDEIR!DERS 
01H~ ______________ ~ ________________ __ 
'Adtor_asfollows: __________ - _______ ..::.... ______ _ 
Clcssi/ieds (Ifill free for all $tudents 
faculty, stolf. ortd odminisfrlltior! oj SSC. 
For all ~hers, rotes.ove '1.50 per column im;h. 
~/~~;----------------~--------------------,-----------Address: __ -:-~_--.!\. _____ --~-----
TotalamQIJntencioset~: _________ '_______ -:-_______ . ___ _ 
LOU: Thanks for caring enough to try to keep 
me busy and from being depressed during a 
week at loneliness. I really appreciated it. 
Thanks again for caring. Love SAE and 
TIGER 
To all phone operators on 4th floor: wGot any 
food?" Where's the party? I want stall two; Hi 
Ziggy; Leave Charley alone, bikes for rent. 
Thanks you all for the fun, promises to be a 
good year. Signed, Charley'S Friend 
Mike, So happy to hear you got rid of your 
disease! For a while there, we thought it was 
Valentine's Day, but that would be rotten 
(literally). Drink plenty of water and take care 
of your bod! Love, Roomie and B.O.T. 
To Judy of Pope: Thanks for the haircut pretty 
lady. ,The girls won't leave me alone. From 
one of your best buddies. 
Lynn. Lucy, Sandy. Beth • Thanks for 
making mid-terms easier to take.··Lynn, you 
really do make good pizza. You're all 
wonderful. Jack. 
J.P ..... This is for you because you at one time 
you wanted a classified. Hope we have more 
goodtimestocome. You're beautiful. This is a 
'1asting one". 
Loving Refridgerator: It is true, Gumby is 
green and Poky is orange.:. Ask the Hop; Corn 
Maiden. E-Z you're a fruit cake- how about a 
corn chip,·CRUNCH! Yes, it is inevitable that 
nice people have nice friends (or else .we 
wouldn't be hanging around with you.) 122 
Park Ave. 
To the mad rapist: The "SPCA" has been 
contacted. We tolerated y~ur frying worms, 
but drOWning chickens is going too far. What 
drove you to this???Was it the moonshine 
made from dried Indian mocassins???Signed, 
yours in fried flies. 
I'd like to thank everyone on the 5th floor·shea 
hall who helped celebrate my birthday. Special 
thanks to Patty, Deb, Jane, Anne, Nancy, and 
Jody. You guys are the greatest. It was the 
best party I've had. You can sure show 
someone a good time. Love ya all, Janet. 
Tina, please don't leave the Nite Caners. Who 
would ~eep us awake at night, who would 
disturb us while' we are on the phone. If it is 
really cold in your room, i'll trade with you. But 
then wouldn't it be neat if Cindy moved into 
her own room. Hope you reconsider. Love, 
O.J. 
Anyone who might be interested in acquiring 
insurance for income in· c:ase of accident or 
sidmess, alSo to, assure tuition money if 
disabled for a long period of time, please call 
D~, 697-6063 for infonnation. 
, T~'M~~~~'~h:~;"320':"i'~~;;;~'~~'~~'~i~i~';h~'~id 
family andfound that everybody has gone their 
own way. I stayed with Dad. I tried to start 
trouble but could not find any of my sisters. I 
guess there were too many a,ffairs over the 
summer. I see a lot of the old homefront. Just 
a note to say "hi" from your darling daughter. 
The troublemaker. 
To Man Soph.yr. 320: I came up to visit the old 
family and found that everybody has gone their 
own way. I stayed with Dad. I tried to start I noubi" but coul~ not n, nd any ,Of my sisters. I 
guess there were too many a·ffairs over the 
summer. lseealotoftheoldhomefront. Justa 
note to say "hi" from uour darling daughter. 
The troublemaker. 
, To the 1st floor Shea: I would like to thank all 
of you for being 50 good to me when I pulled 
my little, elbow stunt! A special thanks to the 
"memoboard freak" for putting up with me. 
Everyone's kindness was greatly appreciated. 
The uncoordinated cheerleader, in 127 
LCl;urie: You're halfway to forty and three-
quarters of the way to Over The Hill. Happy 
Twentieth!--L$D 
Two unclaimed treasures seek same. Into 
fangs and glasses, headgear a must. 
Frequently seen riding around Bridgewater 
, practicing the art of caning. Also known to 
toe· drag on occasion; And have been seen on 
certain weekends in extra. ordinarilly small 
states. Tunas with baggy .. need not 
apply. Inquire at, the House of Munge. 
Honeyhair: You're changing my mind about.' 
blondes! I know you like my hot blood but just 
remember I have a not temper to match! We 
Latin lovers do have our drawbacks. Maybe 
we just need, a little "honey" to calm 
"tempestuour temperments." Really, you do 
come up with the weirdest expressions! See 
you soon! Your L.L 
Sexmaniac--Had any 'good vibrations lately? 
What excitation! Now you're in the Linde Star 
Club·-what next? Be positive, afte~ all, "it's 
only a weed that turns to a flower in your 
mind!" T.S. for Mother Karen! Miss 
Philosopher(alias "Mary") 
122 Park Avenue: I wish you many more days 
like Saturday. (Your surprise looks great!!) It 
To Steve's Patti--Have thay dropped yet? If 
they have then you better save your pennies 
for those new BVD's or wear your brother's 
dirty ones.-·Love always, the two 
Parameciums. 
Happy Birthday Marlo. We were sure you'd 
cry if we forgot a personal for you, ?o here it is-· 
We all love you_ Have a happy day. Love the 
3rd floor disco babies. 
Happy Birthday, Sheryl. Hope your 20th is 
really great. How can you miss with all of us 
there to help celebrate. Love, Barb, Jean, and 
Deb. 
Look out for Night Caners; 4 girls-·two normal, 
the other two strange. Description· goofy 
glasses, stockings over head, and high heeled 
shoes. Watch out· they are night raiders. 
Signed, a victim. 
.sue, Happy birthday to you, our little Sue·Sue, 
We hope you go far, Don't fallout of the car. 
You said you weren't d~nk, though we heard 
the kerplunk. We hop you like the cake, It's 
not a store fake. Hope your backs ~con't get 
strained, since the beds were rearranged. 
Watch out fro all·nighters, They result in 
ankle·biters.··The Berieved and Frustrated of 
V.O.A. 
Happy Birthday Joe Arruda from the birthday 
girl. 
Dear Thomas Woods,?????? Guess who. P.S. 
did you like your card? Really hope so 
ToJ.B., B.B., J.R., M.B., J.R. of Plymouth and 
.S.M. of P-Town:Hope you had a happy 
halloween! 
To D.K. to the boob that danced with the. 
brick. See you next Halloween-the Wizard'~ 
Gang. 
I couldn'tn tum the world on with her smileN ifit 
wasn't for you ladies: Thanks for the best 20th 
ever. Love a1ways·Mary T.M. 
Congratulations to the Soccer T earn for a 
winning season! Love·the Good Fairy, 
Gary Muello, Remember the Good Fairy is 
AL WA YS watching you. 
Kathleen,-I know you are looking for this so 
happy belated birthday. Is there any cake left? 
to John-we're glad that you decided to stick it 
out for tpe semester. Hang in there! You can 
do it! We1l miss you on the first floor. Come 
back and party with us on weekends.·Kato .. 
Kato Squad and Jasper. 
JoAnn-Happy Birthday ~ from the staff. Also 
good luck Saturday in the selection, you have 
my vote. Bob 
To .Joni-asst. photo and Sue E.O.P.·Happy 
18th. ENJOY it only comes once.·JoAnn and 
Michael. 
Jimmy-Happy Anniversary! No arguements, 
but I didn't appreciate the friendly kiss-sorry! 
I still love you. Always-Sunshine . 
A.C.-Enclosed is the whip and the spurs you 
ordered. What's that you say? Walk on your 
back with the spurs? That's what I hate about 
you. You are so KINKY!!!-Cold'As Ice 
AMERICAN BEAUTY-Please don't take 
offense to the poem. I wrote it to make you 
happy not get you P.O:d. Let's discuss it over 
a cup of coffee. Meet me at "the office"(you 
know where)Friday between 1 & 3. K.G. P.S. 
Sorry about the tickets. 
Thanks to everybody who helped me out and 
made it easier for me when I injured my hip: 
Especially to the trainer-P.S. ' 
to the Rah·Rah gang up at the hill. Thanks very 
much for the surprise birthday party 
Thursday, Oct. 20th. 111 never forget you 
9uY5.-love-Karen . 
Brian--Honest, I put in a good one before. But 
isn't it worth waiting for anyway? Hope you 
had a great Halloween--TRICK OR 
TREAT!!!YoulJ have dinner·soner or later· 
most likely later but you1l get it. Take care and 
be good. 
Lindy, H.O., and Nina: Here's to the best 
homecoming ever! Last year's is hard to beat 
but dividing a 3-rm. apt. by 3 people is ~asieT 
than by 4. Lindy, itll be a Hknee slappingH time 
for sure ... HeI, well make sure you have a full 
tank. .. Nina, 111 recruit the guy from Lily's 
(oooh wee!!!) Do it up right!! Love, Frannie 
To all of you who helped to make my 19th 
birthday a great one. Thanks so much! So 
what-owe didn't need that band anyway-·or the 
Halloween Party!!!It would not have been the 
same without you. And don't forget the best 
cake we ever ate ... Thanks again, K.' 
Charlie; My how long your hair is growing. It 
must grow an inch a week. You're a whimp. 
You're not the Dean of Beer. I think you're 
well known at Friendlies because you can't 
drink a shake. Had a great time Sunday, but I 
seemed to miss the movie. That night made 
my weekend good. Ralph 
T~' M:N::' 'Th~~'ks' f~;"; ~~~~ifui ~~~k~~d: 
The festivities were great, but the company 
was the best. Love, your faithful,-four·eyed 
assistant. 
John, Celebrate to the fullest, cause it' your 
last year before you become a member of the 
rOver The Hill Gang". Maybe youll get a new 
beach hat for your birthday. Have a great day. 
Don't ever forget "You're The Best!" Loveand 
Lollipops, the other half of the Bridgewater 
Mafia,--Chesty. 
Raggedy ann, GyPSY, and the one who stayed 
behind: Get psyched, it's going to be a rough 
weekend. "Nyeeow", "FwomphN • "What are 
you wierd?N "Like unbelievable man (go get··-
r We'll have a good time, and as the song goes 
We're happy together as long as no one let~ 
th.ir wig get the best of them. Senior Power!! 
The bum 
Bunny-· 
You may not know how to make words rhyme, 
carry a tune, or clap on time. Though you have 
no knowledge of musical things, deep down 
inside of me,' you have created a melody. • 
You're the composer ofthe song that my heart 
sings! Happy 20th birthday! I hope it was the 
best ever! Love, Pumpkin ... ' 
A special thank-you to Lisa, Judie, Janet, 
Nancy, Chris and Ginny! The bulletin board is 
the best . was it worth four hours? Keep 
plugging· it's almost over. Love ya, Cal. 
Susie, I hope your 1st eight weeks here have 
been fun. Now we can have a good time at the 
Rat. (after Nov. 3) Don't make any mistakes 
typing this. Looking forward to being your 
neighbor. Your 1st roomie. 
Ode to a Language Arts final?? Oh, roomie, 
will we really be any more mature by 
December 30? I doubt it!! Don't lopk, I can't 
cope! Sorry I went hysterical. Oh, by the way, 
what do you do with the bows after you keep 
them for a year ... and WHY do you keep them 
for a year anyway? Do we know anything 
about all this stuff? I fear we don't fit in with the 
general picture ... 
To the Irish Girl at the Halloween Costume 
Party who was dancing in the middle of the 
circle: "How was your trip?" We'll see you 
again next "FALL" "you're a roar." 'Charlie 
Chaplin. 
To Ann·A1ena and Beth Alena: Oh gosh! Oh 
my! Oh jeepers creepers gosh! oh my! oh my! 
Don't you know not togo to bed eating com 
flakes. You'll learn to eat your cereal at 
breakfast and not,inbed. Signed, the girl with 
the hair and lMA. 
To Mike number 94. you are being admired 
from a far. Your every move is being watched. 
When you get your cast off I'll nurse you back . 
to health. 
Remember: We . live in a' world of war and 
poverty, nakedness and lust. Sallow cheeks 
pressed against cold iron bars like the wilted 
spirit imprisoned in an unrelenting body ... Ah! 
yes ... dining out at BSC. Remember, it all 
I happens the next time they serve French Fried 
Turkey. The "team of experts" and their 
,words of wisdom ... you peel it off layer by layer 
and theyn you wee;???!!! What no methods 
party on Tuesday? 
Becky Dow has justed turned 21 years old. 
SHE IS NOW A WOMAN. Will anyone 
interested in lusting after her please submit an 
application to her room in Pope Hall by Nov. 10 
Bill, thanks for remembering my birthday. As I 
blew out my candles, I made awish for you and 
me. You're such a dear·Marie 
Brian'900d luck Sunda~. Remember, you 
can do it if you apply yourself! Take Gare and 
try to relax.·Mary . 
To the girls in Pope rooms 113, 109, 224, and 
225: SEX, FOOD; and SCHOOL .are what 
make life interesting(alld don't forget Mary C.) 
It is amazing how nice people seem to find each 
other and become friends. 
To Ms. Maureen at Wood. Just who do you 
think you are - you aren't a senior any more-
just another freshman along with the'rtest of 
them. Why don't you and the "girls"'come 
down to earth· the Upperclass." i.; it:' 
Are you looking for some pla~e different to 
spend spring vacation? How .aba'ut Iceland! 
The Earth Science and Geography Club is 
sponsoring a field trip to Iceland over the two 
week recess. For all those interested there is a 
.l11andatory meeting November 8 at 11:00 in 
S304. 
"H", we made it . It was a long 8 weeks· Happy 
Anniversary ~ 11 months and going strong -
let's have fun this weekend and forever ~ OK? 
You know "Tit P.S. I love you· HP. 
